
Ecommerce SEO Company
Effective and sustainable search engine optimization is the basis for successful online shops. In order
to secure the long-term success of your shop, we pursue a holistic SEO approach and work according
to the speci�cations of the Google Webmaster Guidelines. In doing so, we aim for a future-proof and
stable growth of your company.

We will rank your website on the following keywords: industry keywords,
categories, subcategories, brands you sell, brand related keywords, services,
products and product model number.

Through selected keywords and the optimal combination of the on and off page measures, we get
more quali�ed tra�c and improve your ranking in the organic search results of Google & Co. as well as
your sales. We know where your visitors are. We place clear messages where you reach your target
group most effectively.

Different aspects of SEO for ecommerce

Onpage - technical optimization, on-page analysis, content 
audits, asset management

Offpage - sustainable link marketing strategies, backlink audit, 
penalty management

Content - content strategies, content creation, content seeding 
Mobile SEO - Mobile Strategies, Mobile Marketing, App Store 
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https://www.google.com/webmasters
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SEO Consulting

Search engine optimization is one of the most sustainable and e�cient methods in online
marketing. By optimally observing the quality speci�cations of the search engine providers and further
optimization options, search engine users can be directed to your website.In a professional SEO
consulting we show you exactly how you can establish the search engine optimization in your
marketing mix, develop suitable SEO measures and strategies and implement them successfully.

SEO Strategy

Search engine optimization is a continuous and long-term process. Properly used, SEO is a
sustainable part of your marketing mix. A precise SEO strategy tailored to your online store helps you
to place your company permanently online, to secure important competitive advantages and to
orientate your online shop in the best possible way to its users and their needs. SEO is not a process
aimed at short-term success. All measures then have their full effect if the process is continuously
advanced and regularly adapted to changing conditions. Therefore, the SEO strategy should already be
planned when designing your website.Information structures, content and linking strategies have a
signi�cant impact on the performance of your online shop right from the start. If not the necessary
time is invested in a thorough planning, high costs for downstream optimization often occur
later. Search engine optimization must therefore become an integral part of your online marketing and
grow together with your online store.

Components of your SEO strategy

Analysis of the actual state of your online shop according to SEO aspects
Conducting a competition and potential analysis
De�nition of a long-term effective SEO strategy
Joint implementation of the developed SEO strategy

  Contact our team

Advanced aspects of SEO

For most eCommerce business, attracting online shoppers to purchase their products or services has
lead to the use of different marketing strategies. However, as far as eCommerce is concern, no other
marketing strategy works more e�ciently and effectively as much as SEO. Search Engine OptimizationACTIVATE EDITOR
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(SEO) gives you to opportunity of directing shoppers searching for your type of brand to your sites by
giving the search engines commands to make you visible to them by ranking you higher on their
search results. It is an effective marketing technique that ensures frequent �ows of visitors to your site
by giving your site a high placement. There are different aspects of SEO for eCommerce businesses.
Lets go through the most important ones.

1. Keywords Research: Researching for keyword is the very �rst shot at coming up with a productive 
SEO strategy. It is the most important aspect of SEO because not researching for keywords might see 
you using the wrong keywords which in turn lowers the tra�cs to your sites. So how do you do your 
keywords research? Firstly, relevancy is the �rst thing to consider. You need to ask yourself what 
keywords are more relevant to your products or brand? The keywords chosen must have exact search 
volume that is locally high in the Google Adwords tool. These keywords must also posses a di�culty 
score that is relatively low in Moz's keyword tool. Ensure these keywords are not too competitive nor 
too broad. It is also a good idea to do some research on the keywords your competitors are using. You 
can do this by using the Moz's tool bar.

2. Meta Tags: Although Google has publicly stated they no longer consider meta tags in ranking, meta 
tags today still has a vital role in search engine optimization (SEO). All search engine needs meta tags 
to understand the basic idea about sites. Meta tags are embedded in the sites HTML head area so it is 
not visible to the sites customer but it is identi�able to search engine quickly.To use meta tags to your 
advantage for your eCommerce brand, they have to be placed in the site's title, description and 
keywords. This allows search engines to read the site's description as well as sight the keywords 
easily.

3. Backlinks: Backlinks are like a vote for eCommerce brand only that those votes are not democratic 
and each votes carries different authorities and weights. Backlinks still remains an essential factor in 
search engine ranking. You can build quality backlinks submitting press releases on any amazing 
company and also by contacting blogs you share the same interest with to work together on creating 
backlinks for your eCommerce sites.

4. Contents: This is another important aspect of SEO for any eCommerce business. One of most 
search engines tactics of ranking is to analyze contents of a page. In other to attract customers to 
your eCommerce sites, you need to create contents that are SEO friendly. To do this, content on the 
site must be create with the sole aim of attracting tra�c to read it by knowing how to use keywords in 
the content to be searchable by search engines. The contents also as to be well organized to keep the 
visitors attracted.

Read more about our Digital Marketing Agency 
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